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Introduction
If your parent has cancer and is on treatment, it usually causes a lot
of worry for you as a young person/teenager. It can be very difficult for
you to find the right way to support your ill parent as well as your other
parent, and even your brother and/or sister.
This guide is specially for you.
It is important to remember that you are not alone and that whatever
you feel is 100% normal. Doctors, nurses, social workers, friends and
family are working hard to help your mom or dad get better and you are
a very important part of that team too.
In the weeks and months ahead, you may feel a whole lot of emotions.
Some days will be good, and things may seem like they used to. Other
days may be harder. This guide can help prepare you for some of the
things you might face and feel. It can also help you to handle life and
living with a parent or relative who has cancer.
Remember, there is no right or wrong way to talk to others about cancer.
Being honest with each other is the most important thing. This counts for
both you and your parent(s). Talking about cancer can be very difficult
and upsetting.
Adults sometimes try to protect children from such a situation by not
discussing things with them. But let’s be honest, even if adults don’t
tell you openly about what’s happening, you will inevitably know when
something is seriously wrong.
Being involved and knowing what’s happening usually helps you cope
better with a parent’s illness.
Once again, your sadness and mixed feelings are 100% okay.
We know that being a teenager is not always easy. It is often a time of
emotional ups-and-downs. Feeling confused and unsure about yourself
at times is nothing new. The way you deal with your parent’s illness can
be very different from the way your younger brother or sister deals with it.
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Your reactions may also be more
intense than those of the adults
around you. It is very important that
you allow yourself time to be sad
about your parent’s illness.
Even though you are at a stage
in your life where you want to be
independent, it is important that you
express your feelings and talk to
people about those feelings. You will
realise how much it helps when you
get things off your chest.
You may feel that it’s easier to talk
to your friends than a family member.
You may feel uncomfortable about
expressing your feelings in a group
situation. You would rather keep
feelings, fears and concerns to
yourself. You may feel anxious,
angry, moody and depressed.
Pretending you are coping well when
you are actually feeling very scared
and lonely, is never a good idea. We
recommend that you rather ask a
professional to help you to deal with
this sad and stressful time.

The National Cancer Institute in America has a booklet called
“When your parent has cancer – A guide for teens”. It has lots
of advice on how to talk about cancer and how it may affect the
family. Go have a look at https://www.cancer.gov/publications/
patient-education/When-Your-Parent-Has-Cancer.pdf
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Feelings You May Experience
Scared
It’s normal to feel scared when your parent has cancer. Some of your
fears may be real. Others may be based on things that won’t happen.
And some fears may lessen over time.
Guilty
You may feel bad about having fun when your parent is sick. But having
fun doesn’t mean that you care any less – and it will make your parents
happy to see you doing things you enjoy.
Angry
Anger often covers up other feelings that are harder to show. Try not to
let your anger build up.
Neglected
When a parent has cancer, the family’s focus usually changes, and
some members may feel left out. Your ill parent may be using his or her
energy to get better. Your other parent may be focused on helping your
parent with cancer. Your parents don’t mean for you to feel left out. It just
happens because so much is going on.
Lonely
Your friends are important to
you, and you’re important to
them. In the past, you could
tell them everything. Now that
your parent has cancer, it may
seem like a lot is changing
– even your friendships. For
now, try to remember that
these feelings won’t last
forever.
Embarrassed
Many teens who feel embarrassed about having a parent with cancer
say it gets easier to deal with over time.
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Dealing with Your Feelings
Many people feel uncomfortable about sharing their feelings. They ignore
those feelings and hope they’ll go away. Other people act all cheerful, but
they’re really not. They think that by acting upbeat they won’t feel sad or
angry anymore. This may help for a little while, but not over the long run.
Actually, hiding your feelings may keep you from getting the help you
need.
It is probably hard to imagine right now, but this experience will make
you a stronger person because you will learn communication and coping
skills that are valuable throughout your life.

Remember

Many people do survive cancer
There are millions of cancer survivors living all over the world. That’s
because scientists are discovering new and better ways to find and treat
cancer. During this really tough time, it will help you to have hope.
You are not alone
Right now it might seem that no one else in the world feels the way you
do. In a way you’re right. No one can feel exactly like you do. But it helps
to know that many teens have a parent who has cancer. Talking to others
may help you sort out your feelings. Remember, you are not alone.
You definitely are not to blame
Cancer is a disease with various causes, many of which doctors don’t
fully understand. None of these causes has anything to do with what
you’ve done, thought, or said.
Balance is important
Many teens feel like their parent’s cancer is always on their mind. Others
try to avoid it. Try to strike a balance. You can be concerned about your
parent and still stay connected with people and activities that you care
about.
Knowledge is power
Learning more about cancer and cancer treatments is really important.
Sometimes, what you imagine is actually worse than reality.
Pioneers in cancer research, best practise and treatment solutions
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Your Parent’s Treatment Challenges
Treatment challenges your ill parent may be facing:
What are treatment side effects?

•
•
•
•

Cancer treatment destroys cancer cells, but in the process it may
also harm healthy tissue or organs. This harm, or problem, is called
a side effect.
Some side effects (such as nausea) go away shortly after treatment,
but others (such as tiredness) may last for a while after treatment
has ended.
Some people have fewer side effects from cancer treatment than
others – they vary from person to person, even among those receiving
the same treatment.
Your parent’s doctor will explain the side effects your parent may
have, and how to manage them.

Your parent may receive one or more of the following treatments, some of
which may require a doctor’s visit during the day or an overnight hospital
stay.
1. Surgery (also called an operation)
• A surgeon operates to remove the tumour
• Drugs are used so that the patient is asleep during surgery
• Side-effects: pain after the surgery, tiredness, other side effects
depending on the area of the body and the extent of the operation
2. Radiation therapy (also called radiotherapy)
The use of high-energy rays or high-energy particles to kill cancer
cells and shrink tumours
• Radiation may come from a machine outside the body or from
radioactive material placed in the body near the cancer cells
• Side-effects: tiredness, red or sore skin, other side effects depending
on the area of the body and the dose of radiation

•

3. Chemotherapy (also called chemo)
The use of medicine to destroy cancer cells

•
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•
•
•

The medicine can be given as a pill, as an injection (shot), or through
an intravenous (IV) line
It is often given in cycles that alternate between treatment and rest
periods
Possible side effects: nausea/vomiting, diarrhoea or constipation,
hair loss, tiredness, mouth sores

4. Stem cell transplantation
Can be a bone marrow transplantation (BMT) or a peripheral blood
stem cell transplantation (PBSCT)
• The use of stem cells found in either the bone marrow or the blood
to repair stem cells that were destroyed by high doses of chemo and/
or radiation therapy
• Stem cell transplantation uses stem cells from the patient or from
donors – in many cases the donors are family members
• The patient gets these stem cells through an IV line
• The side effects can be much like those from chemo and radiation
therapy and in some cases they may be more serious

•

5. Hormone therapy
A treatment that adds, blocks, or removes hormones
Hormone therapy is used to slow or stop the growth of some types
of cancer
• It can be given as a pill, as an injection, or through a patch worn on
the skin
• Sometimes surgery is needed to remove the glands that make
specific hormones
• Possible side-effects: feeling hot and tired, weight and mood changes

•
•

6. Biological therapy (also called immunotherapy)
Biological therapy uses the body’s own defence system (the immune
system) to fight cancer
• Patients may be given medicine in pill form, as an injection, or through
an IV line
• Possible side-effects: flu-like symptoms such as chills, fever, muscle
aches, weakness, nausea or vomiting, diarrhoea
In addition to getting one or more cancer treatments, your parent will
also have tests done to find out how well the cancer is responding to
treatment.

•
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Things to look out for
• Some treatments are more likely to cause an infection because
cancer treatment can affect the white blood cells that fight infection
• An infection can make your mom or dad sicker
• So they may need to stay away from crowded places or people who
have an infectious illness (such as a cold, the flu, or chicken pox).
A few words of advice
Wash your hands often with soap and water or use a hand sanitiser
to keep from spreading germs. Avoid bringing home friends who are
sick or have a cold
• Stay away from your parent if you are sick or have a fever
• Talk with your parent if you aren’t sure what to do
• The waiting period to see whether the treatment has worked, can be
hard
• Your parent’s doctor may try one treatment, then another
• One day your parent may feel a lot better and then, the next day or
week, he or she may feel sick again
• Treatment can go on for months or sometimes years
• This emotional roller coaster is hard on everyone

•

What if my parent is in hospital?
You may be nervous about visiting, so try to find out how your parent is doing
and what to expect. Remember that your parent is still the same person,
even though they are sick. Don’t be afraid to ask them questions and share
your thoughts. You can also call, write, WhatsApp and e-mail them.
- 10 -
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Needs of the Patient
Knowing what your parent may be feeling could help you figure out how
to help, or at least to understand what he or she is going through. You
may be surprised to learn that they are feeling a lot of the same things
you are.
Sad or depressed
People with cancer sometimes can’t do the things they used to do. They
may miss these activities and their friends. Feeling sad or down can
range from a mild case of the blues to depression, which a doctor can
treat.
Afraid
Your parent may be afraid of how cancer will change his or her life and
the lives of family members. He or she may be scared of the treatment.
Your parent may even be scared that he or she will die.
Anxious
Your parent may be worried about a lot of things, such as stress about
going to work or paying the bills. Or they may be concerned about
looking different because of treatment. And your parent is probably very
concerned about how you are doing. All these worries may upset your
parent.
Angry
Cancer treatment and its side effects can be difficult to go through. Anger
sometimes comes from feelings that are hard to show, such as fear or
frustration. So you parent is not mad at you, he or she is mad at the
disease.
Lonely
People with cancer often feel lonely or distant from others. They may find
that their friends have a hard time dealing with their cancer and may not
visit. They may be too sick to take part in activities they used to enjoy.
They may feel that no one understands what they’re going through.
Hopeful
There are many reasons for your parent to feel hopeful. Millions of people
Pioneers in cancer research, best practise and treatment solutions
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who have had cancer have survived. People with cancer can lead active
lives, even during treatment. Your parent’s chances of surviving cancer
are better today than ever before.
All these feelings are normal for people living with cancer and it might be
a good idea to share this with your mom or dad.
Apart from his/her feelings, your parent will also have different needs,
many of which you can play an important role in.

Someone to spend time with
Your mom or dad may feel sick after the treatment or just very tired and
might need some space or alone time. Allow them their space, but don’t
stay away from them. When your parent feels okay again, they might just
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want your company. Try talking if your mom or dad feels up to it. Let your
parent know how much you love them. Watch a movie together. Read the
paper to your parent. Ask for help with your homework. Give hugs. Say,
“I love you”. Or just hang out in silence.
Someone who can lend a hand
Bring water or offer to make a snack or a small meal.
Someone being positive but also being real
Being positive can be good for you and your whole family. But don’t feel
like you always have to act cheerful, especially if it’s not how you really
feel. It’s okay to share your thoughts with your parent—and let them
comfort you. Be yourself. You are still the child and your father/ mother
the parent.
Someone being patient
You are all under stress. If you find you are losing your cool, listen to
music, read, or go outside to shoot hoops or go for a run.
Someone who can share news
Tell your parent what you did today. Try to share what is going on in your
life. Ask your parent how his or her day was.
Someone who can help strengthen the family
Some families can grow apart for a while when a parent has cancer. But
there are ways to help your family grow stronger and closer. Teens who
saw their families grow closer say that it happened because people in
their family:
• Tried to put themselves in the other person’s shoes and thought
about how they would feel if they were that person
• Understood that even though people reacted differently to situations,
they were all hurting
• Some cried a lot, while others showed little emotion
• Some used humour to get by
• They learned to respect differences and talk about them
• The more they asked about how others were feeling, the more they
could help each other
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Needs of the Family
Approved by the Cancer.Net editorial board, December 2018
https://www.cancer.net/coping-with-cancer/talking-with-familyand-friends/talking-about-cancer/talking-with-teens-aboutcancer
A cancer diagnosis also affects family members and friends and
sometimes the complex feelings and lifestyle changes caused by cancer
and its treatment become as overwhelming for others in the patient’s life.
Some changes that often occur in relationships
Roles
Cancer often changes roles. A person who has always been in charge or
served as the caregiver may have trouble accepting a more dependent
role. Or a person who has not served in those roles may struggle to take
charge and provide care.
Responsibilities
In most relationships, each partner handles specific chores. Added
responsibilities may become overwhelming and lead to feelings of
frustration and resentment. Meanwhile, the patient may feel guilty,
saddened or frustrated. Talking openly about limitations and possible
solutions will help all feel more comfortable with these changes.
In addition, although it may be difficult for everyone, it is important to
accept outside help from friends, family members or professionals.
Physical needs
The physical needs that come with cancer may change throughout the
course of the disease. It is important that all involved talk about their
needs.
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Emotional needs
Each person in the family may have different emotional needs that
change frequently. But everyone may need extra reassurance that they
are still loved.

Future plans
Cancer often changes a family’s hopes and dreams, causing feelings
of sadness or even anger. It helps to re-evaluate priorities and work
together to establish new, short-term goals – such as finishing cancer
treatment. Things that seemed important before the cancer diagnosis
may give way to new priorities, such as enjoying more time together. But
putting some goals on hold, rather than changing them completely, may
help everyone’s outlook on the future.

Pioneers in cancer research, best practise and treatment solutions
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Tips for Taking About Difficult Issues
Good communication is important in relationships between people with
cancer and those who care about them. A lack of communication often
leads to isolation, frustration and misunderstandings. Talking about
feelings and personal needs with honesty, sincerity and openness
lowers the stress on relationships. If you are having a hard time talking
with people, or if others do not seem to want to communicate with you,
consider joining a support group or talking with a counsellor or social
worker.
Who can answer my other questions?

1. Ask your parent or other trusted adults any questions you may have.
2. Ask your dad or mom if it is okay to go with them to their appointment.
Perhaps your parent can arrange for you to talk with the doctor, nurse
or social worker to learn more.
3. It will help to bring a list of questions with you. When you talk to them,
don’t hesitate to:
• ask what new words mean.
• ask for information to be explained in another way, if what the doctor
says is confusing.
• ask to see a model or a picture of what the doctor is talking about.
• ask what videos or podcasts you can watch to learn more.
• ask about support groups for young people that meet online or in
your community.

“I had questions but didn’t know who to talk to. I asked my mom if I could
go with her to her doctor’s visit, and she said yes. The first time I just sat
there. The next time the doctor asked if I had questions, so I asked a
couple. It was easier than I thought it would be.” – Katie, 14
Questions you might want to ask
• What kind of cancer does my parent have?
• Will my parent get better?
• Does this kind of cancer run in families?
• What kind of treatment will my parent get?
• Will my parent get more than one type of treatment?
- 16 -
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does the treatment work?
How do people feel when they get this treatment?
Does it hurt?
How often is this treatment given?
How long will treatment take?
Does the treatment change how people look, feel or act?
What if this treatment doesn’t work?
Where is the treatment given?
Can I go along?
It’s okay to ask these questions more than once.
Keeping family and friends in the loop
Is it getting to be too much to answer the phone and tell people how your
mom or dad is doing?
That can be a lot for anyone. Ask others to help you share news of how
your parent is doing and what help your family needs. Maybe a relative
or family friend can be the contact person.
Some families use telephone chains. Others use e-mail, a blog or a
social media site.
“I always took my parents’ attention for granted. But after Dad got
sick, nobody paid much attention to me. I know everybody has a lot to
worry about, but it really hurt. Finally, I wrote a note to them. And they
understood! I feel closer to my parents now.” – Lisa, 15
Asking others for help
You and your family may need support from others. It can be hard to
ask. Yet most of the time people really want to help you and your family.
People who your mom, dad, or you may ask for help: aunts, uncles, and
grandparents, family, friends, neighbours, teachers or coaches, school
nurses or guidance counsellors, people from your religious community,
your friends or their parents
Add your own list of people who can help
__________________________
______________________________
__________________________
______________________________
__________________________
______________________________
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Resources
Ahttps://wellspring.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/familypgm_
parent_onlinebooklet_FINAL.pdf

•

•

•

When your parent has cancer: A guide for teens by National
Cancer Institute, 2005. Download free from: http://www.cancer.gov/
cancertopics/When-Your-Parent-HasCancer-Guide-for-Teens/PDF
(for ages 12 and older)
My parent has cancer and it really sucks by Maya Silver, Marc Silver.
A book, a website and a Facebook page at https://www. facebook.
com/parenthascancer for teens who have a parent with cancer. Older
teens.
Mom’s cancer by Brian Fies. In this book, the author and his siblings
witness and experience their mother going for the diagnosis and
treatment for metastatic lung cancer. Truthful, but still sensitive. Older
teens.

DVD / Videos
Kids tell kids what it’s like…When a family member has cancer by
Cancervive (1998)
• My mom has breast cancer: A guide for families. Kidscope, Inc. 1996.
This video covers a variety of family issues. Ages 10 and older.
• We can cope: When a parent has cancer. Inflexion
• When cancer hits home. PBS Video
• Hear how I feel by North-Eastern Ontario Regional Cancer Centre

•

https://www.cancercare.org/connect_workshops/9-cancer_
parent_or_loved_one_2011-04-20

•
•
•
•
•

PODCAST - Topics Covered
Overview of talking with children and teens about cancer
Five common questions kids ask
How to tell your kids
How do kids respond
Six basic needs of kids whose parent has cancer
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•
•

Tools to help kids and teens cope
Questions for our panel of experts
https://www.cancercare.org/publications/222-mom_or_dad_
has_cancer_now_what

Book for teens with loved a one with cancer
• What about me? A booklet for teenage children of cancer patients by
Linda Leopold Strauss. To order, call 513-731-3346
• https://www.cancercare.org/publications/49-helping_children_
understand_cancer_talking_to_your_kids_about_your_diagnosis
https://www.cancercare.org/publications/22-helping_children_
when_a_family_member_has_cancer#
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